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Established tools for atomic computations
-- including great physical insight & numerical expertise

              

  Cowan's HFX:       support & semi-empirical adjustment of level structures,                    
                                               transition probabilities & cross sections.

   ATSP:                   Breit-Pauli approximation, level energies & properties.

  Grasp/Ratip/          Large-scale computations of individual energies, rates, …
      MDGME

  FAC:                       Modelling and diagnostics of astro- &  plasma   processes.              
       Flexible Atomic Code 

  CI-MBPT:               Combines CI and MBPT methods for bound-state properties.

  ...
  “Home-made”:      Large No. of  tools for particular purposes.
                                   
                      →  huge number of applications in AMO physics, science & technology
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Central questions to any new implementation:

 Is a common (and community) platform for atomic computations desirable ?

  „Adhesive approach“ ? … how to organize technically ?

  Representation of orbitals & wave functions ? … modularity ?

  How can we benefit from a good ‘core machinery’ ?

  How simple and user-friendly can such a machinery be made ?

  How to combine productivity & performance in developing such a platform ?
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What do we need in atomic structure and collision theory ?
          – a descriptive language for doing atomic computations ...

Requirements:
 Data types close to atomic physics.

         Shell, Subshell, Configuration, Orbital, Basis, Level, Multiplet, Cascade, Pulse, …                 
  Implementation and comparison of different models.
  Support a coarse-grained decomposition of most computational steps.                               
      A pseudo-code description should allow summarizing  the major problem.
  Simple to learn and apply.

          With  a simplified control; standard vs. advanced                                                                                                            
             computations, complete active spaces;                                                                                                                            
             atomic cascades; …

S. Fritzsche, Comput. Phys. Commun., 240 (2019) 1-14.



  

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl



  

A few simple atomic processes:



  

Quiz:  Atomic processes in a nutshell
-- for “intermediates” in atomic physics 

              

  Indeed, these and many other processes occur in atomic spectroscopy, 
   astro and plasma physics as well as at various places elsewhere.

  How much help can atomic theory provide ? -- Which tools are available ?



  

Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
– atomic amplitudes implemented 

              

JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. ... JAC also facilitates interactive computations, the 
simulation of atomic cascades, the time-evolution of statistical tensors as well as various semi-empirical 
estimates of atomic properties. In addition, the Jac module supports the graphical representation of level
energies, electron and photon spectra, radial orbitals and others.

Not yet implemented (fully);

external help & contributions

are very welcome.Not yet implemented (fully);

external help & contributions

are very welcome.

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl



  

Atomic processes in JAC
– combining often (bound) levels with a different No. of electrons

There are many other atomic processes and related entities.

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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Atomic casades
          – key to many spectroscopic observations



  

merge-beam
experiments

PIPE –  Photon-Ion spectrometer at PETRA III
(Hamburg)

 S. Schippers and coworkers, Gießen, Frankfurt, Hamburg collaboration (since 2014).

Ion & absorptoin spectra after inner-shell excitations
          – recorded at PIPE (Hamburg)

O- (1s2 2s2 2p5)  +  g  →  O-(1s 2s2 2p6  2S1/2)  →  O(m-1)+ (1s2 2l7-m)  + m e- 

Double & triple detachments by Auger electron
emission are energetically forbidden.
    → possible only due to shake-up
                  2s → 3s, 2p → 3p
S. Schippers et al, PRA 94 (2016)  052412.
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Recent applications
  Near L-edge photoionization of Fe+:  Schippers et al., ApJ 849 (2017) 5.

  Near L-edge photoionization of Fe3+:  Beerwerth et al., ApJ 887 (2019) 189.

   Multiple photodetachment of C-:   Perry-Sassmannshausen et al., PRL 124 (2020) 083203.

   3p photoelectron spectrum of Kr:  Kosogi et al., PRA 101 (2020) 042505.

  Multiple photodetachment of atomic anions:   Schippers et al., JPB 53 (2021) 192001.

  Near L-edge photoionization of Fe2+:  Schippers et al., ApJ 908 (2021) 52.

  L-shell single/double core-hole production of Ar+:   Müller et al., PRA 104 (2021) 042505.

  Multiple photodetachment of Si-:   Sassmannshausen et al., PRA 104 (2021) 053101.

  ...
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Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
-- A first example and encounter 

              

JAC ... Jena atomic calculator provides tools for performing atomic (structure) calculations at various 
degrees of complexity and sophistication. ... JAC also facilitates interactive computations, the 
simulation of atomic cascades, the time-evolution of statistical tensors as well as various semi-empirical 
estimates of atomic properties. In addition, the Jac module supports the graphical representation of level
energies, electron and photon spectra, radial orbitals and others.

Example:      Einstein A and B coefficients for the Fe X spectrum;                 
                                Fe9+   [Ne] 3s2 3p5 →  [Ne] 3s 3p6  +  3s2 3p4 3d

   > wa = Atomic.Computation("Fe X: Einstein",  NuclearModel(26.), …, 
                    [Configuration("[Ne] 3s^2 p^5")], …,
                    [Configuration("[Ne ] 3s 3p^6"), Configuration("[Ne] 3s^2 3p^4 3d") ], …,
                    Radiative.Settings([E1, M2], [UseCoulomb, UseBabushkin], false, false, ...  )
   > perform(wa)

        ... in perform('computation: SCF', …)   
        Compute CI matrix of dimension 1 x 1 for the symmetry 1/2^+ ...   done.        
        Compute CI matrix of dimension 1 x 1 for the symmetry 3/2^+ ...   done.
        ...

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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  Generation of start orbitals
  Computation of angular coefficients (on fly)
  Self-Consistent-Field (SCF) iteration
  Set-up and diagonalization of Hamiltonian matrix
  Breit, QED, many-body corrections, …
  Compute all (many-electron) transition amplitudes

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl
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What do we need in atomic structure and collision theory ?
          – a descriptive language for doing atomic computations ...

Requirements:
 Data types close to atomic physics.

         Shell, Subshell, Configuration, Orbital, Basis, Level, Multiplet, Cascade, Pulse, …                 
  Implementation and comparison of different models.
  Support a coarse-grained decomposition of most computational steps.                               
      A pseudo-code description should allow summarizing  the major problem.
  Simple to learn and apply.

          With  a simplified control; standard vs. advanced                                                                                                            
             computations, complete active spaces;                                                                                                                            
             atomic cascades; …

S. Fritzsche, Comput. Phys. Commun., 240 (2019) 1-14.
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  Framework for implementing future code      … and for modelling (even more) complex processes.
 open-source, readily extentable.       Encourage help, suggestions, requests &  improvements to the code.
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Jena Atomic Calculator (JAC)
-- A fresh approach to the computation of atoms, ... 
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Why Julia ?
  (Very) fast, high-level language (from MIT, since ∼ 2012).
  Combines productivity and performance.
  Multiple dispatch ... to distinguish generic code, still dynamic.
  Powerful data type hierarchy: Abstract types.
  Just in-time (JIT) compilation, fast loops.
  Rapid code development: no linkage; in-built benchmarking.
   Most code & macros are written in Julia.
   Extensive list of packages.
   No storage management, little declaration; type stability.
   Easy documentation, ...
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JAC as open-source
  Sizeable project: ~ 2000 functions/methods, > 60,000 lines
  Improved inline and web documentation.
  Further tests & tutorials.
  Jac on git/Github:  https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl 

  SF, CPC 240 (2019) 1-14; user guide & compendium.
  Welcomes support & collaboration.
  Incremental delivery; multiple approaches.
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https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl

~ 800 pages
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(I) Using JAC:  Level structure of Th2+
-- SCF + CI computations; QED estimates, ... 

              

Example:      Low-lying levels of Th2+ (Z=90)  from the excited configurations    
                              [Rn]  (5f6d + 5f7s + 5f7d + 6d7p + 7s7p + … )
                       … together with QED corrections and jj → LS transformation

 > wa = Atomic.Computation("Th^2+ QED estimate + jj-LS level transformation",  Nuclear.Model(90.); 
                        configs=[Configuration("[Rn] 5f6d"), Configuration("[Rn] 5f7s"), Configuration("[Rn] 6d7p"), 
                                        Configuration("[Rn] 7s7"), ... ],  
                         asfSettings=AsfSettings(true, false, "meanDFS", "hydrogenic", ..., [1],   0, 1.0e-6, 
                                                                      Subshell[],  true, false, Petersburg(), LSjjSettings(true),
                                                                      False, [ i for i=1:10 ], false, LevelSymmetry[] ) ) 

  > perform(wa)

        ... in perform('computation: SCF', …)   
       

https://www.github.com/OpenJAC/JAC.jl



  

(II) Atomic cascades
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(II) Atomic cascades

              

   

Example:     Calculation of the Mg  1s 2s2 2p6 3s2 decay cascade after 1s ionization

> decayScheme = Cascade.StepwiseDecayScheme([Auger(), Radiative()], 3, …)

> grid = Radial.Grid(Radial.Grid(false), rnt = 4.0e-6, h = 5.0e-2, hp = 1.0e-2, rbox = 10.0)
> name = "Computation of the Mg  1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 decay cascade after 1s ionization"

> wa   = Cascade.Computation(Cascade.Computation(); name = name, 
                           NuclearModel = Nuclear.Model(12.),  grid = grid, 
    approach = Cascade.AverageSCA(), scheme = decayScheme,
                           InitialConfigs = [Configuration("1s 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2")] )

> wb   = perform(wa; output=true)

SF, P. Palmeri & S. Schippers, Symmetry  13 (2021) 520.
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Summary
  Large:                      … sizeable toolbox & code for a wide number of appliations.

  User-friendly:       … for spectroscopy (experiment), theory and code developers.

  Open software:    … new features by demand & search for collaboration. 

  Necessary:            … many modern applications in astro physics & elsewhere.

  Useful:                     … consistent data for different systems, processes & interactions.

                 Future of atomic theory ? … How to continue ?  

                                              … How to benefit from each other ?
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